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Abstract
We propose an approach for modelling visually guided behaviors of ager1t.s
which explore and navigate in unknown and partially known envir0nment.s.
Behaviors are modelled as finite state machines (FSM), where the st,at.es of'
the model correspond to particular continuous control strategies and the transitions between them are caused by events representing qualitative or asynchronous changes in the behavior evolution. In order to prevent. c0nflict.s in
parallel execution of multiple behaviors we adopt the supervisory cont,rol theprocesses
ory of Discrete Event System (DES). Modelling the part,icipa.t.ir~g
using the DES framework allows us t o capture often complex interact,ions
between components of the system and synthesize the resulting supervisor,
guaranteeing t h e overall controllability of the system a t the discrete event
level. In the real world agents have multiple options/paths for carrying out
their task.

Hence there is a need for selecting different control st,rategies

based on efficiency and safety criteria. We have included in our formalism a
measure of efficiency as the nolnirlal cost ( i n our case, t,he traversal t.inle) and

a measure of safety as the risk cost (in our case, the inverse of the dist,ance
between the agent and obstacles). Experiments have been carried out. test.ing
the described formalism with one agent carrying out the t,ask of avoiding an
obstacle in its path while tracking a target.

1

Introduction and motivation

This paper aims at the systematic analysis and design of behaviors of artificial
agents. Later we shall concentrate on a specific class of cooperative behaviors.
What is a behavior? A general definition is a, connection of percept.ion t.o
action. We shall first justify why are we considering behaviors of agents rather
than just perception/action systems. The issue here is what is a primitive
or elementary unit, i.e. a building block which is useful and desirable for.
designing an intelligent autonomous system.
For last 20 years or so the Artificial Intelligencia has decoupled primitrives
based on perceptual signal processing, modelling, planning and executior~
modules. The organization of these modules, how they were connected together, was determined by the "architecture" of the system where the flow of
information was strictly horizontal (the output of one module became an input for the following one). This traditional approach was criticized R. Brooks,
who proposed a different organization and modularization of the system in
his subsumption architecture [Bro86]. In his approach, he selected t,he prinlitives or modules along the lines of behaviors rather than along the special
processing functionalities. The primitives in Brooks' design are simple reflexive behaviors, very much like those of insects: avoiding danger, a t t r a c t , i o ~
to~
light, and the like. The main idea was that higher-level behaviors subsuiile
(hence the subsumption architecture) the lower-level behaviors, yet. when for.
some reason the performance of the higher-level behavior fails the systeni
does not stop but continues to function with the lower/simpler behaviors.

T h e criticism of Brook's proposal was that it is difficult. to generalize.
of'
In our work, we have accepted the principle that behavior is a. pri~llit~ive
the system. Further, we attempt to formalize this concept so that. a coliere~lt
theory of complex behaviors evolves. By definition, an ent.it,y is a primitive either when it cannot be further subdivided or it is undesirable tJo do
so. Hence, we shall have primitive behaviors which will connect simple perceptual events t o appropriate actions (e.g., obstacle avoidance and t,racking
behaviors). Perceptual events can arise from different sensors, such as visual,
contact or other noncontact sensors; actions can be mobile maneuvering, or
physical or information-based manipulation (sending or receiving a messa,ge
being an example of the latter). As a formalism for modeling beha.viors we
have selected the Discrete Event System (DES) [RMT89] described in Sectioli

3. We have identified two open problems with this behavior-based approach:
T h e perception/action connection is more complex when visual sensors
are used.
There is a lack of methodology for Building composite behaviors from
primitive ones while taking into account uncertaint,~introduced by t.he
system and t h e environment.

1.1

Visual perception/action connection

T h e issue here is that visual perception is far more complex than any o t h e ~
modality; hence its connection to action is nontrivial. The need fol integration of different visual modules, utilizing different cues at various levels,
has been realized for quite some time. One type of integration stems from
efforts t o obtain a 3D description of the world and proposes how different
vision modules should contribute to the description [AS89]. For the domai11
of mobile agents, where vision serves to accomplish a particular action-task,

the purposive solution turns out to be appropriate1. The purposive approa.cl1
views vision as a collection of dedicated vision processes a.nd focuses on ext,ra.ction of qualitative information needed to accomplish t,he t.ask. Eve11 though
this approach relates the task and the perceptual capabilities needed to accomplish it, the issues of control have thus far been overlooked. The early
ties between perception and action were established in the area of active vision, addressing primarily control of intrinsic and extrinsic camera paramet,ers
[Ba191, CB91, FHR+9O].
In more complex tasks involving navigation control 11as been successf'ully
accomplished using various behavior-based methods [B1,086. ,4rli57]. The
success of reactive behaviors was mostly due to tthe fact that. the couplil~g
between sensors and actuators was very tight and the sampling ra.t8ewas very
high. This was possible because the sensors used to demonstrate the approach
were very simple (single infrared, ultrasound); therefore there was no need for
selecting a particular data acquisition strategy. The combination of sensory
st,ra.iglit,readings and generation of the commands to the actua.tors wa.s fail.1~
forward. This is not the case for visual sensory data. Due t.o the large aillou~it
of information inherent in the visual data, we need to select acquisit.io11and
processing strategies to obtain the qualitative and quant>it,at.ive
informat,ion
needed t o control the actuators of a given syst,em. One attempt t o follow the
'classical behavioralism' can be found in [Hor93], where the constra.int,sof t.lw
environment (ground plane, color of the carpet, etc.) were used to ext,ract
some primitives from the images which were directly coupled t,o tlle act,ua.t.ors.
The agent successfully moved around and was able to track arbit,rary moving
objects (visitors) upon request.
In t h e long run, we would like t o address more complic.ated behaviors/tasks,
such as occur in the cooperation between two or more mobile agents, following
'Extensive discussion of this topic can be found in [Tea931

one another or following a given path while avoiding unexpected obst,a.cles.
Here, the qualitative information and the choice of the contsrol st.rategy are
more task dependent and are affected by some risk/cost function measures
which affect the behavior of the agent. We will argue that the idea of having
multiple parallel perception/action processes is feasible, but in the case of
systems with multiple degrees of freedom and a larger variety of t,a.sks, there
is a need for supervisory process which will guarantee the constraints imposed
by the task.
In this paper we concentrate on the description of the architecture of a sillgle mobile agent with multiple degrees of freedom wliose behaviol. is nlodelled
as a composition of multiple motor and per~ept~ual
processes rui~ningin paxa.1lel. We will demonstrate our approach by describing in det'ail the int,era.ct.ions
between obstacle avoidance, tracking and path following behaviors. The 11lai11
contribution of this paper is a systematic framework for modelling 11elia.viors
of autonomous agents and their interactions. We propose how to conlbir~e
different components of the system modelled by continuous control theory
techniques or reactive behaviors2 while taking into account a.synchronous interactions with the environment or other system components. Specifically,
in Section 3 we introduce the notion of a h y b r i d system,boutline it,s DES
model, folloGed with an overview of Supervisory Control Theory of Discrete
Event Systems [RW89]. The description of the experimental platform used to
justify our approach and experimental results is given in Section 4. There, we
also present the DES models of motor and perceptual processes, a.cldress t8he
control issues at the discrete event level and design a, supervisol for t.11eove1.a.11
system. In Section 5 we conclude with a discussion of possible exterlsions of
'Reactive behaviors can be viewed as "heuristic" cont,rol t,heory t,echniclues wlrrre t.he
control law is derived experimentally without having an explicit model of the plant..
3The definition of t h e hybrid system is slightly modified from the one int,roduced in

[ALS93]

-

the system.

Why DES?
Intelligent systems are typically too complex to be able to describe t.hen1
by one behavior. Hence, the question we wish to answer is: what are the
combination rules of more than one behavior, either within a single agent. or
amongst several independent agents?
The extraction of appropriate qualitative information from sensory data
allows us to develop some simple obstacle det,ection/avoidance or t,arget, detection/tracking strategies. Most of these cont,rol strat,egies cont.rol t,he a,ct.uators in the continuous nzode, but this mode may change to point-to-point or
reactive control as a response to external environmental stimuli or the t,a.sk a.t
hand. The behaviors activated in order to achieve a given task may have conflicting effects on the actuators of the system. In the case of na.viga.t,ionone
possible solution is to compute a "blend" (weighted average) of all preferable
steering directions suggested by participating processes [FC:S+S2] arid choose
the resulting command by optimizing the blend. This approa.ch works well
when both the number of participating processes and the degrees of freedom
of the syste& are small. As soon as the number of degrees of freedom increases
or their coupling is task dependent this approach may no longer be suitable.
Further, this solution requires the assumption that control is uniformly continuous. However, environmental stimuli are not necessarily continuous. As
the stimuli change they may require different control for carrying out the
action. This fact necessitates a consideration of discrete events and shtes.
In order to achieve a compact description of a hybrid system we have
chosen the theory of Discrete Event Systems developed by Ramadge ancl
Wonham [RW89]. The DES formalism models systems in terms of finite
state machines (FSM). In our domain the observations

-

tfhe qualit,at,ive

information extracted from sensory and encoder data

-

are represented in

particular observation/control
terms of events. With the states we a~sociat~e
strategies. The DES framework is suitable for investigating cont,rol-theoret,ic
properties of the system such as c o n t r o l l a b i l i t y and o b s e r v a b i l i t y , which
can be conveniently predicted. Moreover, various visually guided behaviors
can be combined in a modular and hierarchical fashion such that the resulting
behavior will be guuranteed to be controllable.
In the following section we will introduce a more formal notion of a. hybrid
system and provide a framework for obtaining a DES model of a system in
which behavior is governed by difference/differential equa.tions.

Hybrid systems and the DES framework
The traditional definit,ion of the hybrid system [ALS!)3] is a conibination of
a continuous plant. and the discrete state system controller. Tlie plant is
typically modelled by difference/differential equations. The controller ancl
the plant communicate t,hrough an interface where t,he plant t,l.ansla.t,est.he
plant output z t o event i (the output signal is represented by a piecewisecontinuous vector-valued variable). The controller, in contrast t.o the ~lloclel
proposed by [ALS93], outputs continuous command signals

I.

for t.lle pla.iit,

input (see Figure 1). The controller is essentially a finite state ma.chine which
has a particular control law associated with each state, where the input a i d
t h e state of the system are related in a following way:

i = f ( r ,x)

where x E W , r E 32"' and z E
respectively. f : 32" x

Xm

-4

SRP

are stat.e, input. a.nd outl>ut, vect,ors

8" and g : 'R'"

t

V.

CONTROLLER

-z

-

INTERFACE

z
PLANT

Figure 1: Model of a Hybrid System
In our case t h e output variables a.re t,lie same as st,at,evaria.bles, i.e.

2

=

:I..

In order t o model the plant and the controller as a. discret.e event syst.em we
have t o identify a set of operating regions of the cont,inuous st.at,e spa.ce a.11~1
control laws which are applicable within a region. Subsecluelltly, tliese regions
will form equivalence classes by means of a mapping a :

which maps the continuous observations t o t h e set of events. An event. is
generated by t h e interface (Figure 1) when the plant state :r crosses the
boundary between two regions of the sta.te

This ~na.ppiiiga11stra.rt.s

t h e beha.vior'of t h e plant, and the controller t o the discrete event level. In our
case only t h e observations are discrete, while preserving the control signal
continuously. Later, we will refer t o this hybrid model of plant and controller
as t h e DES plant.
Let Z denote t h e set of events. Then event trajectories can 1,e t,hought.
of as strings over this fixed alphabet C. Let t h e subset. L

C: S*

represent

all event trajectories which are physically possible for the syst,er~la.rltl fully
*There is n o general recipe for deriving t,he mapping cr. Mapping reflects the granu1arit.y

of description we want t o achieve a t t h e discrete event level and depends on the t,asli we
want t o accomplish.

characterize its behavior. In the case when l a n g u a g e L is regular t,here exist,s
some finite automaton

S , such that L

Let this automaton

be a 5-tuple

is generated/accept,ed 11y

G.

where

Q - is the set of all possible states,
C - is the set of all possible events

5

-

is the transition function S : C x Q -- Q

qo - is the initial state,

Q , - is the subset of states called marker st,at,es,Q,, c Q
In order to adjoin the means of control to the syst.em at t.lw c1iscret.e evei~t
level, events are classified into two categories: u n c o n t r o l l a b l e e v e n t s S,,
which can be observed but cannot be prevent,ed from occurring (e.g. obstacle-detected, target-detected), and c o n t r o l l a b l e e v e n t s Z, that can he
prevented from occurring or forced to occur (e.g. path-comput.ed), where

C = C, U C,. For the types of events caused by asynchronous int,eract,ioli
with the environment or other processes, the proper labeling ca.11 he determined directly. Let us recall the type of event that corresponds to a crossing
of a particular region boundary in the state space of t,he system, where wit.11
each region of the state space we have asso~iat~ed
some cont>rollaw. Here t,he
notion of controllability is slightly modified. The event, is said to be controllable when the control law associated with the region of the statre space is
applicable t o the new state. This essentially means that if t.wo ~ ~ e i g h b o ~ . i l ~ g
regions have the same control la,w associated with t~hem(abst,ra,ct.etlt,o t.lle
one discrete state of the DES model) t,he events cor~.espor-~cliiig
t.o crossii~g
boundaries between them are controllable. This type of controllable event

originates and ends in the same state of the DES model of the plant. In the
case when the control laws are different, an event is said t.o be uncontrollal~le
and causes a transition t o a different state. Uncontrollable events correspond
t o t h e abrupt changes in the observations of the controller where in order to
preserve continuity of the output we need to change the control law (i.e. the
state of DES model). This will be clearly demonstrated in the examples in
the system description section. The controllable events will he denoted with

' :c' throughout the figures.

3.1

Supervisory control

A supervisor can be thought of as a state machine in which each state has
associated some control pattern determining which controllable events are
enabled and which are disabled. The exist,enc.eof a supervisor for a giver1 DES
plant5, i.e. the existence of an appropriate feedback control. is closely relat.ed
t o t h e concept of controllability. A system is said to be colltrollable if
given any initial state, there is a control law by which we can rea.ch any desirecl
state of the system. If the desired behavior of the plant is controllable tlie
existence of a supervisor is guaranteed [RW87]. The control issues addressed
by the DES framework differ from those in classical ~ o n t ~ i n u o cont,rol
us
t.l~eoly.
The control at t h e discrete event level models tlie changes bet.ween different,
strategies triggered by abrupt observations (events) or. driven by tiifferent
tasks. The overall behavior of the system can be changed by cha.nging: t,he
supervisor.
'The DES plant model is the model of the plant and t,he cont,roller as int,roducrtl in t,hr
previous section.

3.2
3.2.1

A risk-driven cost model for cooperative behavior
A decision model

So far we have considered dynamic systems which have no uncert,ainty, and
the criteria for discretization of events and t,he subsequent swit,ching of t,heir
control strategies is rigid. In designing and operating purposeful realist,ic dynamic syst,ems it is necessary to select control strategies which a.chieve t'he
stated operational goals with proper regard to both efficiency arid sa.fet.y.
The problem of control strategy selection can be modelled by a fa.rnily of
dynamic decision problems. These models must include adequate representations of the underlying uncertainties in tlie dy~ianlicsj~st~enis.
sensors, and
t h e environments. The necessity t o contend with d y n a ~ n i csystem. sensor,
and environmental uncertainties is what makes this problem challe~lgi~lg;.
There are two basic costs associated with the operation of' t.hese dynamic
systems in the presence of uncertainty: (i) the nominal cost of a, feasible
solution based on its efficiency, e.g., time requirements and/or energy recost,
quirements; and (ii) the risk cost associa.ted with failure modes, e.g., t.11~
of a collision between a mobile robot and an obstacle.

A proper system design must account for both types of costs since bot11
efficiency and safety are important design criteria. Here, we do not necessarily
require that the resulting control selection be globally opt.ima1 hut. merely t,ha.t.
it suffice in t h a t it meets the stated design object,ives.
We consider two approaches to formula.ting t,hese decision problems.

111

the first ( P l ) , we set, a priori, a maximum allowed value for t,he risli cost.
and then minimize t h e nominal cost (or seek a near-minimum) subject t80
the risk-cost constraint. In the second (P2), we set,,

a,

priori, a nla.>;imum

allowed value for the nominal cost and then minimize the risk cost (or seel;
a near-minimum) subject to the nominal-cost constraint. These classes of'
constrained optimization proble~nsare frequent,ly encount,erecl ill other areas,

for example, in two-class hypothesis testing, where the probabi1it.y of' a t,ype
I error is constrained to be no more than a, given value, a.ntl the ~>roba.bilit.y
of a type I1 error is minimized subject t o this const,ra.int..The select,ion of' P1
versus P2 depends on the values the user p1a.ct.s on const.raining ea.ch of' the
two costs.

4

System description

In this section we describe the e ~ p e r i m e n t ~ platforln
al
used t,o deino~ist.~.a.t~r
our approach. The mobile agent in our experiments consist.s of' a camera
pan platform mounted on a TRC Labmate mobile base with two independerlt,
driving wheels. The center of rota,tion of the camera, pan pla.t,form (camera
in center in Figure 2 and the mohile base are identical.

A11

a.dditiona.1 st,ereo

pair of cameras having fixed tilt angle with respect to t,he 11orizont.al pla.ne is
positioned on the sides of the mohile base (see Figure 2 ) . E a c l ~l>lij~sicalco111ponent of this system is characterized by its act,uators, sensors aiitl e11cocle1.s.
Adopting the control terminology, each such component, or t,heir co~llposit,ion
form a plant

- the

subject of our control.

In order t o achieve higher autonomy and accomplish more complica.tet1
tasks the notion of the plant is extended to include a.dditiona1 sensing ca.pa.bilities. We will c o n ~ e n t r a t ~on
e the visual sensing and it,s specifics, but our.
approach can be applied to other types of sensors. For the co1npone11t.sat.
hand we propose a systematic way to partition the state space, choose the set,
of event,sand subsequently determine the DES model of t . 1 given
~
co~n~~onent,.
T h e system is described in more detail below.

Figure 2: Mobile agent,

4.1

Pan platform and target tracking

T h e platform has a dual stepper lllotor system which operates in two possi1,le~
movement modes: continuous motion where the p1a.tfol.m moves at,

a

set.

velocity or step couut motion (point-to-point motion) where t.he st.epper 11lot.01,
uses the step count t o move to a given position. The state of' t,lle syst.eln i:,
described a t each instance of time by ( w , w), where w is a. current. 01.ient.a.t.ion
of the pan platform while moving a t a given velocity w. The ca.niera ~ n o u ~ i t ~ e d
on the pan platform is used for tracking a target. T h e choice of suitable
features t o track and thereby uniquely describe the motion of' the target,
has been addressed by several researchers [BSM+89, HA911. For the t,inle
being we track an easily detectable "bright spot," where at each ii~st.anceot
time we can detect the centroid of the target (see Figure 4). 111 our present.
implementation, the distance to the target is obtained artificially.
T h e pan platform and the camera form one motlule of the
can operate in two different motles

-

s_vst,em which

exploruto7y nzode (State O

ill

Figure 5)

and trucking mode (State 1 in Figure 5). The exploration st,rategy a.ssociitt.etl
with the first mode pans the camera around ulrtil the target, is tlet.ect.ecl. Once

the target is detected we switch to the tracking mode where the goal is to
keep the target in the center of the field of view (FOV). The cont,rol strat.egy
applied in this case is depicted in Figure 3 where

Figure 3: Pan control for target tracking: dm is the dist,ance from t h e target.
w is t h e turning velocity of the pan platform, w,

and w,,are the current,

position and velocity estimates of the pan plat,form, K , and I<,, a.re posit,io~-~
and velocity gain factors and x,,f and iTer
axe desired rela.t,iveposit.io11 a.nd
velocity which are 0
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Figure 4: Tracking Events. Fovea is referred t,o t,he regiox~in t,he cent,er of
the FOV throughout our examples.
In t h e case when the target is lost (the measurement n:,, exceeds the
bounds in order t o be used for the control law in Figure 3 ) we switch ba.ck

t o the exploration mode. The state space of the tracking behavior can be
e
in the
partitioned into three regions: when the target is outside of t , l ~ FOV,
middle of the FOV (with some tolerance) and outside the cent,er of t.he FOV
(see Figure 4).
Change of control strategies is then driven by event,s, which correspond t,o
the crossings of the boundaries between different regions of the state space.
Note also that the direction of boundary crossing is important,?int,roduci~~g
therefore some temporal (dynamic) aspect t,o the DES de~cript~ion.
(e.g. event.
zo

and z3 are different). The finite state machine describing the behavior of

this module is in Figure 5. St-atk 0 correspo~ldsto t,l~eP . ~ . ~ J ~ o ~ . ( I ~1 I1 o1 0Y( 1I f

il~lcl

State 1 to the trackil-by mode with the control st.ra.t.egyin Figure 3.

Figure 5 : DES model for tracking

4.2

Mobile base

The mobile base has rotational and translational degrees of freedom ancl 01)erates in two basic modes: point-to-point

mode and go mode. The poi71,f-

to-point mode uses trapezoidal velocity control profile t,o perform t.ur.11~
a.r~tl
straight line lnoves of a specified distance. The go lllode moves t.11eLa.blllat,e
in a straight line at the current velocity setting. In t,liis nlode a cont.i~luous
turn rate

8, can

be superimposed on the existing forward velocity. The state

of the system is fully determined by ( s p a s ,ypos, 19,v e l , t v c l , modt ): where
(xpos, ypos, 8) is the current position and heading of the mobile base, a l ~ d
we1 and t v e l are its current linear and turning velocit,~set,tings. In bot'h t,he

mobile base and pan platform the point-to-point mode uses position encoders
(odometry) and corresponds to a simple feedforulurrl control stra.t,egy, while
motion in continuous mode corresponds to a feedback cont,rol st,rat,eb.,
"V servoing on a n external measurement determined hy percept.ua1 processes. 011e
example of such servoing is in the case of tracking beha.vior where the mobile
base servos on t h e "neck of the system" (pan platform) w,, and t,he distance
of the target d,,.

The description of different. modes (cont,rol ~ t r a t ~ e g i ein
s)

which the platform can operate follows.
T h e goal of the control strategy while tracking a tsarget is t o try to align
with the neck of the system and at the same time try to keep t , l ~ dist,ance
e
t,o
the target, constcant. This is a.cco11lplishet1by t.11efollowing cont.~~ol
rule:

where t h e block diagram is in Figure 6.

Figure 6: Servoing the neck: w and cj are current posit,ion ant1 ve1ocit.y of the
pan platform, v and

6)

are the linear ve1ocit.y a.ncl t,urning; rate of t.he I ~ a s e (I,,,
.

is the current. estimate of the target v e l o ~ i t ~ y
Within this mode we can distinguish two types of events whicli correspond
t o t h e crossing of t h e boundary of the desired operatirlg region (see Figure 7).

X o - neck aligned, distance preserved

XI

-

target deviated

Figure 7: Events for neck servoing: w,,,

is the maximal orient,at,ion of' the

pan platform with respect to the mobile base, d,,,,,

is the inaxillla1 dista.nce

of the target,
So far the transitions between states were caused by crossing the boundary
of the state space of a particular module of t,he system. The coilt rol st rat.egy
however may also be changed due to the ext,ernal asynchronous event,s generated by other participating processes. In our case there is a. human operat#or
which is a part of the system and can at any instant direct t,he plat.f'orln t,o
follow a given path. This would correspolld to an event, t,ha.t,can Lri~lgt,lle
mobile base module to another mode

-

"path following". In St.at.eO the

bile base is servoing on the neck of the system (c.ont1.01diagi.am

ill

1110-

Figure (i)

and in State 1 the base is following a given pat,h. Event. n . rel>~,eseilt.s
~
a.11
asynchronous interrupt from the human operator (or the path plani~er)t11a.t
the path is computed. Event x3 is an attempt to correct for the deviatioil
from an intermediate goal of the plan, and events z4 and z5are asserted upor1
path completion or interruption.

4.3

Obstacle detection and avoidance

The third module of our system is the obstacle a.voida.ncemodule. Ol,st,acles
are detected through the difference between a pair of stereo images aft,er

Figure 8: DES model of the robot process. Event
path is computed, events x4 and

x5

x2

is asserted when the

correspond to the path completion

interruption respectively, events so and

XI

01

relate t,o the neck servoirig cont.l.01

strategy.

Figure 9: a) Left Image; b) Map of the free s1Ja.c.ein lower resolut.ion (ol~st.a.cles
in white); c) Right Image
applying the proper inverse perspective mapping proposecl by [h/IBLBSl].
Differences in perspective between left and right views are used to determine
the presence of an obstacle and its approximate location. The subsecluentlv
computed map of the free space in the common fielcl of view of bot.11calncl,as

[KB93] is used for obstacle avoidance maneuvers (see Figure 9). We chose to
accomplish the avoidance maneuver in a purely reactive way. Based

011

the

distance dist to the obstacle and the clearance clec~rl y wllicli we walit to
avoid the closest obstacle (see Figure 10) in the vehicle's path, we co1nput.e
t h e appropriate turning rate 9 in the following way:
y

= atan(-

-clec~r

dist )

0 = Kt.

y .veE
disi - s a f e t y

T h e safety term parameterizes how close we want to come t80the 011st.acle.

Figure 10: Steering away maneuver. (r,,,, ,y,

0) is the cui i elit positioi~aiicl

absolute heading of the mobile base in the world coorcli~~ate
svst.em. 7 is
the angle by which the heading needs to be changed in orcle~to avoid t,lle
obstacle.
T h e initial strategy of the obstacle avoidance process is just t,o nl~iiit~ol.
the free space ahead (State 0). When an obstacle is encountered the inoclule
switches t h e state and starts applying reactive sterr c ~ u ~ acoiltrol
y
stra.t,egy
(State 1) until the path is again free (event d 3 ) , or the obst,acle becomes too
close to steer safely away from (event d 2 ) . Event partitioning for obstacle
avoidance behavior is in Figure 11.
The choice of particular DES models as well a.s senla.nt,icsof eve1it.s is not
unique. For example, in the obstacle avoidance process a.11 event do ob.iIncl~

detected which triggers the avoidance control st,rat,egy ca.n be asserted wl~eil
the obstacle is 3m, 4m, etc. away. One can then think about, the I>ounclaries
between different regions of the state space "sliding," where the position of'
the boundary is driven by some risk/cost functions determined by the t,a.sli.

do dl
Image plane

-

obstacle detected
obstacle in the POV

d2 -

obstacle in the danger zone

d, -

obstacle outside of the POV

Figure 11: Events for obstacle avoidance. x and

?j

coorclii~atesspan the

common field of view of the stereo pair

e
Figure 12: DES model of the obstacle a v o i d a l ~ ~process

4.4

Composite behaviors

The activation of different behaviors is closely related t o the t,ask t.o be accomplished. Composite behaviors are a combination of the elementary behaviors
described in the previous section. Elementary behaviors in our case are controllable (in the discrete event sense) because eit,ller t,here is only one possible
controllable event, which can take place in each state (e.g. dl

ill

t,he obst,a,cle

avoidance process), or the event which is suggested l>y t.lle plant. a.11~1eiiablecl
in a particular state is determined by the task and/or cont,rol strategy for that
state (e.g. event

x2

path-computed). However, this might not be t,he case

for t h e combination of more than one behavior. Such situat.ions can occur
when the task of t h e agent is t o follow a given target. This task requires an
activation of "motor" behavior PI (Figure 8), target detection/tracking

PZ

(Figure 5 ) , and obstacle detection/avoidance behavior P3 (Figure 12). Parallel execution of these behaviors may lead to possible conflicts. For example we
can envision a situation when the tracking process is in State 1, following the
target when the obstacle is detected. Sudde~llyt,he t,ra.cking behavior which
assures that the mobile base is aligned with the camera pan platform has a
conflicting goal with the obstacle avoidance process. To prevent t,llis type of'
unwanted interaction some supervisory control is needed. Pal,a.llrl execut.io11
of the component behaviors is modelled in a11 int,erleavil~gf'a.shion, so t . 1 1 ~resulting behavior represents all possible sequences of evel~ts.The coml~osit,ion
of n behaviors P I , ..., P, results in a new behavior, P , which is obt.ained a.s a

synchronous product [RW87]

of t h e component behaviors. Constraints on the cornpositmebehaviors of t,he
system can be expressed in terms of another finit,? stsate nia.cliine (see Figure 13. In our case the constraint is very simple

-

just expressing the fa.ct,

that once the obstacle is detected the obstacle avoida.nce beha.vior ta.kes over
t h e control of the mobile platform until one of the event,s clecl,.rqath or stopg)t:d
is asserted. By applying this constraint to the composite behavior of t,he system we can synthesize the resulting supervisor, guaranteeing satisfa.ctfionof
the constraint. For this particular scenario, wit11 four component processes
t h e resulting supervisor has 8 states and 48 transitions but only four of t,llese
states have associated the control pattern disabling the eventh controlling the
mobile base (i.e. so, XI, x3). The resulting l~ehaviorobtained by applying
this 'discrete event' control strategy is that in the absence of o11sta.cles the
mobile base is coupled with the pan platform, but u~hileavoiding obst,acles

this coupling is violated and the base steers away from the ohst,acle while t,lle
tracking system is still able to keep track of the ta.rget,.
This selection process of different paths subject to a risk/cost function can
also be described as cooperation between processes. Thus, cooperc~ti,lrc.bchovior
in this context denotes the establishment and management. of relat8ionsllips
between perception-action pairs. Consider the following example of cooperation between a path-following process and an obstacle-avoidance process. We
select the path-following process as t8henominal process wllich is essent.ially
risk free when obstacles are not present. We define the nominal cost, t,o be t,lie
path-traversal time. We define the risk cost t,o be l/tlt.st,,,;,,, where clbst,,,,i,,
denotes the distance of closest approach to the obst,arle. \Ye assume t1ia.t t,he
endpoint pf of the nominal path is obstacle Gee. Thus. t,lie decision problem

P1 becomes: Minimize the path-tra.versa1 time, from t,he vel~icle's111.esent110sition t o p f , subject t o the c o n ~ t ~ r a i that
n t the vehicle niaint,ains a ~ninilnunl
distrance of closest approach disto t o the obsta.cle.
Similarly we have cooperation between obstacle avoidance and pa.tl.1 following behavior, where upon observing the event 'obsta.c.le det,ectecl' tlle obstacle avoidance behavior steers the mobile base aura.yfrorn t,he obst,acle until
t h e path ahead is again clear. When the system asserts a. free-pa.t.11, t l ~ e
vehicle switches behavior and follows a recomputed obstacle-Gee pat,li that,
minimizes the traversal time t o reach pf from it,s current position.
In both previous examples of cooperative behaviors the swit,cl~between
different behaviors occurs upon observing a certain event. (This switchi~lg
process can be also driven by some addit.iona1 measures, which a,re in essence
going t o effect the assertion of an event..) We may ask tc.11~.do we ~ ~ e e scul pervisory control in these seemingly simple cases? Why not, use Just. a s i ~ n p l r
interrupt routine? We hope that the reader will see t11a.t t.liis n~et.l~odology
allows us to scale up easily to situations which need some additional (possibly

Figure 13: Composition constrai~~t,
task dependent) constraints. For example, when t'lie agent is following a path
we want t o prevent gaze shifts or when the path is interrupted we want to
reinvoke a path planner.

5

Conclusions and future work

In this paper we have posed the problem of systle~na.ilic
al~a.lysisa.nd clesig~~
of behaviors of artificial agents. To this end, a, formalis111 of Discrete Event.
Systems has been selected as a, suitable modelling t,ool for our purposes.

I11

our investigations we have identified some primitive behaviors from which
more complex behaviors can be composed, and ha.ve clealt with the issue
of continuous control, as well as with disc.ret,e events ancl st.at.es. However.
while the formalism of DES offers a syst,ernat,ic way of composil~gc.om],le>;
behaviors from primitive ones, additional constra.ints 1ia.ve t,o be a.tlcled. T l ~ e
reason for this is that the visual sensors through which these agent,s perceive
the world, and act upon it given the mobility task, add an ext,ra degree of
complexity t o t-he system and necessitate the selection of an acclui~it~ion
and
processing stra.tegy t o obtain the qualitative and q ~ a n t ~ i t a t i vi en f o r m a t i o ~ ~
needed t o control the act,uators of the systern. The type of co~lst,raintwe
have proposed is a mutual exclusion const,raint,,which a.dd~.essest,he fact, t,llat.
different sensors generate commands to tlie sanie a.ct.ua.t,or.
In the case of purely visually guided naviga,t.iol~
using: a full camera 11ea.tl
system this problem may not be present, due to the fa.ct that there will be only

one resource for gathering visual information. I11 real sit,uat,ions,however, t,he
mobile agent has several ways t o accomplisli it,s task, i.e. it must be able t o
select its path. In order t o make this decision systematic., we ha.ve int,roduced
t h e concepts of' efficiency and safety of the agent. T h e efficiency is nlea.sured
by t h e nominal cost (in our case, the tjraversal t,ime) and the safet,y by the
risk cost (in our case, the inverse of t h e clist,a,nce bet,wee11the a,gent a.nd an
obstacle).
us
T h e main advanta.ge of employing the DES framework is that i t el~a.l>les
t o synthesize t h e supervisor based on the t,ask, including t , l ~ ecost, t'unct~iol~s.
This methodology affords scaling u p in the t,a.sk space a.ntl e11vi1.ol111iel1t.s.
Thus far we have theoretically ant1 experimenta.lly invest,iga,t,edt,l~eco~lt,rolof'
composite behaviors within one agent and now axe in the process of' ext.enrling
this t o behavior of two, three and four agents na.viga.tingwhile keepii~gforma.tion. T h e DES framework provides a transparent schema, for t , l ~ edesigrler to
of' syst,cni
analyze conlplex behaviors and hence guarantee the cont,rolla.bilit.\~

which produces them.
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